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Marketization and Branding 

 

The concepts of marketization and branding are both closely connected to modern 

understandings of the notion of the ‘market’, which can be traced back to the early modern 

liberalism and classical political economy of the 18th and 19th centuries. In the liberalism of 

thinkers such as Adam Smith, John Stuart Mill, and David Ricardo, the ‘market’ was conceived 

of as the key independent social coordination mechanism that was to facilitate peoples’ rational 

pursuit of self-interest while simultaneously ensuring the autonomy of individual choices. 

Liberalism ushered in an understanding of the ‘market’ as a prime governing principle of social 

life on the whole and thus lay the foundations for the subsequently developed notion of ‘market 

society’, or a society where ever more aspects of social life are viewed in terms of market 

exchange and market transaction. This understanding of the market became increasingly 

established during the first decades of the post-World War II era as capitalist societies were 

transitioning from a ‘Fordist’ economy based on the industrialized and standardized mass 

production of goods towards a ‘post-Fordist’ economy based on more flexible and specialized 

modes of production. 

Market society reached its latest instantiation following the establishment and global 

expansion of neoliberal ideology and political economy during the first half of the 1980s. 

Grounded in an unwavering belief in the power, efficacy, and rationality of the free, non-

regulated market and the extension of market imperatives across all societal domains and sub-

systems, neoliberal restructurings of the global political economy have greatly affected the basic 

structure and organization of contemporary societies across the globe. Although the spread and 

perpetuation of neoliberalism has been instrumental in bringing about a wide range of actual, 



tangible social restructurings and transformations, its ideational impact on the present-day social 

institutional and organizational field has been equally notable. The spread of neoliberalism has 

therefore gone hand in hand with an increasing perpetuation and normalization of market-

associated ideologies, values, discourse, and terminology across virtually all social and cultural 

domains and thus served to propel a general process of marketization. 

The concept of marketization has been employed in several both evocative and heuristic 

capacities and retains close connections to related concepts such as ‘commodification’, 

‘commoditization’, or ‘commercialization’. For all of its implications in terms of critical theory, 

the concept of marketization is most usefully conceived of as an extended process that chiefly 

involves the perpetuation of market exchange as a social principle and the increasingly visible 

subjugation of social and cultural domains and sub-systems to market values and imperatives. 

The concept of marketization can thus be taken to denote the, both ideational and actual, process 

whereby economistic thinking gradually comes to permeate society and culture on the whole, 

including in particular social domains that have traditionally been considered ‘non-economic’, 

such as education, healthcare, and religion. As a consequence, the ‘services’ previously provided 

by institutions and organizations in these domains increasingly become re-configured as 

‘products’. Correspondingly, whereas these domains used to have ‘students’, ‘patients’, or 

‘adherents’, they instead increasingly come to have ‘customers’. The accelerating marketization 

of social domains has been further aided by the establishment and perpetuation of so-called ‘new 

public management’ (NPM) since the early 1990s. A direct product of neoliberalism, the primary 

objective of NPM is to reform public sector bureaucracies by subjecting them to a set of 

instrumental-rationalist private sector measures as part of a more general effort to enhance their 



‘effectivity’ and ‘performance’. NPM has also provided the justification for a range of actual 

public sector deregulations and the creation of new types of ‘public-private partnerships’. 

The accelerating marketization of ever more social domains has, on the one hand, entailed 

notable expansions in the opportunity structure of religious communities through opening up 

new areas of religious- or faith-based/secular partnerships and modes of cooperation. On the 

other hand, it has simultaneously also served to bring about new forms of competition between 

religious and other non-religious or secular actors in an expanded field of social agency and 

marketplace of ideas and lifestyle choices. Following these developments, it has become 

increasingly common for religious communities of all strands to utilize different types of market 

research in order to be able to identify core publics, to gear services to niche audiences, to 

enhance their ‘quality’ and entertainment-appeal, and to reduce the demands put on (potential) 

members in terms of lifestyle, belief, commitment, etc. In broader perspective, accelerating 

processes of marketization have coincided with a set of major transformations in the global 

religious field, including a sharp decline in institutional forms of religion, an increasing elevation 

of the subjective over the collective, and a growing emphasis on the experiential over reason 

across different types of religions and religious traditions. As has been firmly documented by 

numerous studies, institutional forms of religion that have maintained dense bureaucratic 

structures and organizational forms consistent with earlier national-statist regulatory models have 

been experiencing progressive decline on a worldwide scale. By contrast, the types of religious 

communities that have embraced and actively sought to adapt to currently prevalent marketized, 

entrepreneurial, and consumer-oriented models have fared relatively well, and in many cases 

even continued to grow. 



Marketization-theory based approaches in the study of religions view ongoing changes and 

transformations in the religious field against the broader backdrop of an increasingly marketized 

social and cultural environment on the whole. Such approaches strive to avoid reducing changes 

in the religious field to historical, path-dependent explanations such as those proposed by 

conventional secularization theories in favor of a more sustained focus on the new opportunity 

structures in which religions now operate. Notwithstanding significant areas of overlap, this 

scholarship differs substantially from work in the broader ‘economics of religion’ tradition that 

has primarily utilized market and economic theory for the purposes of providing explanations for 

the assumed ‘fundamental’ logics and dynamics of collective and/or individual religious 

behavior. Marketization-theory approaches do not argue for the reduction of social realities to 

economic determinants but, rather, principally aim to draw attention to the non-economic – i.e. 

the ideological, ideational, and discursive – dimensions and effects of market economics and 

imperatives on the present-day religious field. 

Brands make up a central element of late-modern consumer-capitalism. While the history 

of branding can ultimately be traced back all the way to the 18th century, the rise of brands is 

inextricably linked to the development of modern consumer-capitalist societies in the post-World 

War II era. The gradual establishment of the ethos of consumerism in the post-war decades 

coincided with a general process of market ‘enculturation’ and ‘dematerialization’ that chiefly 

involved the proliferation of new ‘non-material’ goods and so-called ‘commodity aesthetics’ 

through the conscious efforts of new and ever more sophisticated marketing, promotion, and 

advertising practices. One particularly notable innovation of these new practices was the idea 

that the ultimate value of products and commodities resided not in their utility value, but rather 

in their symbolic value. There emerged a growing realization among producers and marketers 



that products could communicate immaterial, cultural meanings and function as identity-markers 

and indicators of lifestyle. While there is no single widely agreed upon definition of the concept 

of ‘brands’, branding is nevertheless most commonly used to denote the conscious management 

and marketing effort whereby a previously anonymous product is afforded a certain ‘personality’ 

and becomes associated with particular symbolic meanings, values, identities, connotations of 

lifestyle, and ‘ways of being’. The main objective of branding is thus to create symbolic 

distinctions between similar products. A brand is an immaterial entity and cultural sign, 

consisting of the sum of all associations, values, lifestyles, etc. that have been built around a 

particular product or line of products as typically communicated through a logo and/or 

catchphrase (e.g. Apple’s ‘Think Different’, Nike’s ‘Just Do It!’, or McDonald’s ‘I’m Lovin’ It’, 

or Harley Davidson’s ‘It’s Time to Ride’).  

Brands therefore take on functions as central cultural signs through which consumers 

communicate their identities, values, and lifestyles, both to themselves and others. The present-

day omnipresence of brands across public space, the media sphere, and contemporary cultural 

life is largely due to the explosive proliferation of logos, the development of so-called consumer 

driven brand management, and the emergence of consumer and brand communities since the 

1980s. Following these developments, brands have increasingly come to provide the interface 

between the rational sphere of production and the emotive sphere of consumption. As such, 

brands have not only fundamentally altered how consumers approach and engage with consumer 

commodities, but equally how businesses are managed and organized internally. Businesses and 

producers have become increasingly occupied with their ‘organizational identities’ and the 

enhancement of ‘brand equity’. Brands have therefore emerged as central organizing principles 



that link production and organizational identities with consumer sensibilities and external brand 

communities. 

As noted, religious communities nowadays find themselves situated in a broader social and 

cultural environment marked by the ubiquitous presence of media, advertising messages, and an 

ever expanding array of discretionary leisure activities and lifestyle choices. This situation has 

required increasing efforts on the part of religious communities to make their messages and 

activities stand out in the din and thus served to propel the development of religious branding 

and the emergence of what has become known as ‘faith brands’. Like brands in general, a faith 

brand consciously aims to link the messages, services, activities, techniques, provisions, etc. of a 

particular religious community or organization to certain personal identities and lifestyle choices. 

It is particularly common for faith brands to tap into wider prevalent discourses on the 

‘entrepreneurial self’ and to aim to associate particular religious/spiritual beliefs or techniques 

with notions about personal development, achievement, and successful living. Faith brands tend 

to be built around certain key personas (e.g. pastors, religious leaders) and various types of 

related products such as books, courses, different types of techniques, paraphernalia, etc.  

Prime examples of successful ‘faith brands’ in the non-denominational and neo-evangelical 

mold include Houston-based Lakewood Church, one of the largest megachurches in the United 

States, and Melbourne-based seeker-sensitive Pentecostal-evangelical megachurch Hillsong, 

known for its self-produced and heavily branded own style of popular worship music. Both of 

these churches have developed into extensive transnational multi-media ministries and 

consciously aimed to configure their services, messages, and activities in ways that correspond to 

the consumption-oriented sensibilities of modern individuals. Examples of faith brands from the 

new religious field include organizations such as Scientology and Transcendental Meditation, 



both of which have developed a range of heavily branded ‘spiritual’ or ‘religious’ services, 

courses, and other provisions geared towards both individuals and businesses and other 

organizations. Examples of the proliferation of branding in Islamic contexts can be found in the 

more recent proliferation of Islamic fashion and different types of ‘halal-friendly’ products. 

Like other businesses and organizations, branding and brands also change the ways in 

which religious communities operate. When religious communities deliberately engage in 

extensive and sophisticated branding practices, their ‘organizational identities’ thereby also 

become tied to the brand, and their internal management becomes increasingly organized around 

the preservation of ‘brand image’. As a result, while religious branding can serve to significantly 

enhance the appeal of a religious community, those communities who engage in it are also put 

under growing pressures to live up to the values and expectations that they project through their 

brand. 
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